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Introduction:
Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation (MRVC) has planned to implement MUTP-III project in
Western and Central Railway corridors. MRVC has sought loan assistance from AIIB (Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank) for implementation of the following projects of MUTP-III.
a. Quadrupling of Virar - Dahanu corridor (63 RKms)
b. Panvel-Karjat – Double Line Suburban corridor (30 RKm)
c. Mid-Section Trespass Control Measure on Mumbai Suburban Section of Central and
Western Railway.
The Quadrupling of Virar - Dahanu section of Western Railway will include laying of 3rd
and 4th line parallel to existing railway lines. It is 63 Kms in length and will pass through
seven intermediate stations. It will not only ease overcrowding in Suburban trains bound for
Dahanu Road and back to Churchgate but also ensure hassle free journey and greater comfort
to the commuters. Panvel and Karjat Double Line Suburban Corridor (30 RKm) on Central
Railways is a long-standing demand of the people living in the area, which will effect faster
and easy railway movement in the stretch.
A general public consultation on social and environmental issues and safeguards with all the
stakeholders has been conducted by MRVC during each phase of project implementation.
The consultation primarily helped in disclosing technical information about the project, social
and environmental safeguards with the people centric approach. The MRVC has conducted
consultation and participation of the people likely to be affected or displaced due to the
MUTP III projects both in formal and informal way. During the consultation with PAP’s
various issues has been addressed regarding Land Acquisition, compensation, GRM,
structures likely to be affected, social risk, Common Property Resources (CPR), issues
related to land acquisition, values of affected assets and role of administration. Various
methodologies has been adopted by MRVC for Public consultation like informal and formal
group consultation, FGD, in-depth interviews etc. The consultations were also conducted
with different homogeneous group such as traders, women, vulnerable group etc.
During the pre-appraisal meeting of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) which was
held in May 2019 at MRVC office at Mumbai, the AIIB has said to keep one more Public
Consultation before Land Acquisition process starts. Accordingly, on AIIB requirement
MRVC has planned to conduct Public Consultation at two locations Saphale Station and
Boisar Station of Virar - Dahanu corridor.
As per the guidelines of AIIB to hold another public consultation before land acquisition
process starts at the alignment, arrangements were made to hold an elaborate public
consultation in the month of June.
Date
Location
Starting time
End time

: 18 June, 2019
: Chowk Station
: 11.00 am
: 03.00 pm
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MRVC officials present:
1.

Shri. Mukesh Kumar - Dy. CPM- I

2.

Smt. Vaishali Pardeshi- SDO/Karjat

3

Dhanalaxmi Bhosale, Environmental Specialist
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Vikas Tambe. – Social Scientist
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Shri. R. R. Sonawane – SSE/Land
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Shri Brij Kishor– AEN/Project
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Shri. Rahul Kumar Singh – Project Engineer
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Shri. Prahlad Gurjar – Project Engineer
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Shri. Avinash Anand – Project Engineer
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Support staff of MRVC

There were around 75-80 local Participants present in the consultation meeting. For names
and more details see Annexure I. (Attached participant attendance list). Various stakeholders
including locals in the vicinity of existing alignment, local representatives, farmers attended
the meeting.
The concerned Stakeholders were invited by sending official letters and publishing
consultation notice of various reputed newspapers (Times of India (in English), Navbharat
Times (Hindi) Loksatta, Samana, Maharashtra Times(Marathi)) dated on 9th June, 2019.
Posters indicating the information were put up Karjat and Chowk stations and at Gram
panchayats of all concerned villages. The local community and project affected people were
also informed by MRVC field level staff.
The consultation was arranged in station building premises equipped with 200 plus seating
capacity. Before starting the consultation, 1-page pamphlet with project salient features,
sheets for attendance and points of discussions were circulated among the stakeholders.
Objective of the meeting:
The main objective of this public consultation was to inform and gather opinion of common
public on the Environmental and Social Impact and its mitigation measures as proposed in the
Environment and Social management plan (ESMP) of Panvel - Karjat corridor Environment
Assessment Report as published on MRVC website.
The issues discussed during consultation are as follows:
o
o
o
o

Environmental and Social issues
Impact on Environment and social aspects due to project
Proposed ESMP as given in Environment Assessment Report for the project
Expectation of the people from the project
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Opening Remarks:
Shri. Mukesh Kumar, Dy. CPM- I/MRVC, opened the meeting by welcoming the participants
and explained briefly about the aim of meeting and described the project. He also emphasised
on the positive developments it brings along for the region post its operation.
Meeting Descriptions:
After a brief opening remark by Shri Mukesh Kumar, Smt Vaishali Pardeshi, SDO/Karjat
gave details on Panvel-Karjat land acquisition status and process and later indicated that the
gathering is put up for discussion on Environment and Social Aspects of the project. Hence
people are required to let the railway corporation (MRVC) if any changes /suggestions are
there from public side to be incorporated in the environment and social management plan.
Ms. Dhanlakshmi Bhosale, Environment Specialist also gave brief about the comprehensive
Environment Impact assessment study done for the project along with its multilateral bank
funding aspect and the publish of the EA and SIA reports on MRVC website.
Mostly all the people were well aware about Panvel - Karjat double line suburban corridor
Project of MUTP-III as this was the second consultation for the project.
Most of the land owners wanted to know and discuss more on land rates. After repeated
requests people started asking question on Environment and social aspects of the projects
which are as follows:
Sr. No.
1.

2.

Points Discussed during Consultation

Remarks by MRVC officials

Concerns about the blasting for tunnelling It was informed that MRVC had
and safety of the Morbe Dam due to noise engaged the expert agency CSIRand vibration from construction activity
CIMFR for involvement in the
project throughout the project
Concerns about the blasting and the safety duration. The agency will suggest
of nearby villages houses as people have suitable blasting technique for
complained about cracks from previous such tunnelling and will monitor the
exercise
impact on various structures.
Demand for more plantation in vacant The participant was informed that
railways land near to tracks and only MRVC as an organization can pay
indigenous species
for the compensatory afforestion fee
to the respectable district forest
office as per applicable rules, the
plantation responsibility lies in hand
of the said body. However Railway
administration
does
necessary
plantation at all its station premises
and boundary as part of a good
environment initiative.
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Sr. No.
3.

4.

Points Discussed during Consultation

Remarks by MRVC officials

Suggestion to provide job in railways to the There is no provision for providing
PAP families
jobs in Railway, as the recruitment
in Railway is done on all India
Basis.
Demand of computerised ticketing counter It was advised that providing
at Chowk station
computerised ticket counter comes
under the jurisdiction of Central
Railway.

5.

Limited availability of information related to MRVC website Link for the
proposed project
published reports were shared with
people for their study

6.

Effect of moving train sound on nearby MRVC explained them the issue of
houses raised by a local from Pulachiwadi Noise is handled very seriously and
village
undergoing noise assessment studies
for the alignment after which
adequate noise measures will be
proposed.

7.

As per the rules of Railway Act, up to 30 m
from the railway boundary, NOC is required
from railway for private constructions;
hence locals urged that their complete land
be taken alongside alignment as taking NOC
is difficult process for them
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A local asked for Maharashtra Govt GR MRVC officials informed them that
copy of land acquisition in Marathi language the links to download the required
GR from Govt of Maharashtra
website.

9

People from Chowk village asked for house MRVC officials explained them that
in place of house instead of monetary the Maharashtra Govt GR on land
compensation
acquisition will be followed for the
same under which there is no
provision of house in exchange of
house
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Few locals stated since their major portion
of land is being acquired for the project
purpose while a very small fraction is left
out in the process hence, they requested that
the whole land be acquired and compensated
accordingly

MRVC officials explained the
process of taking the necessary
NOC and its significance of safety
for both side parties. MRVC also
explained the land acquisition is
done as per the need of the projects
and as per set norms excess land is
not taken.

MRVC officials understood their
point and the solution will be
brought
up
after
complete
discussion and review of their land
documents
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Overall, the Chowk Station public consultation was done in positive way as people were
happy with the project and the compensation.

………………………………….
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Photographs of Public Consultation at Chowk
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Annexure 1
Discussion topics and Attendance sheets
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Public Consultation Notice in Local newspaper:Times of India, dated 9th June, 2019
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Loksatta Marathi News daily newspaper, dated 9th June, 2019
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